Abstract. In this paper we prove the instability of the ground state, i.e. least energy steady-state solution of nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations with space dimension n » 3. 0. Introduction. We present here a proof of instability of the "ground state", the least energy steady-state solution of the equation (0.1) m" -Am +/(|w|)argw = 0, ^eR",o3.
I would like to thank Professor Walter Strauss for his helpful remarks. Notation.
We employ here the standard notations H}(R") = I u, radially symmetric functions on R", In this generality this problem was solved by H. Berestycki and P. Lions [12] . For the purpose of showing instability we present here a proof by a method of C. Keller [5] . First we set up a minimization problem of a functional J(u) restricted to a manifold M and then show that this minimum is a solution of (1.1). Definition 1.1. where Cn depends only on n, and the inclusion map ///(R") ^ L/"(R"), 2 < p < 2 + A/in -2), is compact.
Proof. See Strauss [10] . Lemma 1.3. // u0 e ///(R") and fG(\u0\)dx < oo «a solution of (1.1), ?/<erc From Sobolev embedding and n > 2 we have K(u) ^ ||h||2/4 -C0||«||a where a > 2. For 0 < ||u|| < e, e small, we have K(u) > 0 and this implies that M is bounded away from zero. which is equal to J0 = inf/ -Í \vu\2 dx, K(u) a 0, w * 0
ii attained at u3 = M(«fe ZZ/iR")).
Proof. First we establish the equivalence of the two minimizations. For any v0 e H}(R") such that K(v0) < 0 let vß(x) = v0(x/ß). Then K(vß)= ß" (2n~2)/ \vv0\2dx + ß"nf Gi\v0\)dx.
Now for ß = 1, K(vx) = K(v0) < 0 and for ß close to zero K(vß) > 0 since n -2 > 0. Therefore there is a ß0 g (0,1) such that Ä^ ) = 0 (i.e. vß g M). But
■f ( Definition. By a solution of (0.1) on the time interval [0, F) we mean a function u(x, t) such that:
(1) u (resp. ut) is weakly continuous in t on [0, F) with values in H}(R") (resp. L2(R")).
(2)E(u(t),u,(t))^E(uQ,ux). (3) u satisfies (0.1) in the sense of distributions. If u0 G X, m, G L2 and / satisfies (ii) of §1, then a solution exists on some time interval [0, F). Moreover if/ satisfies the weak hypothesis (basically |«|/(|w|) > -C|w|2 for u large), then the solutions exist globally in time [8] . Uniqueness is also not known for general/ [4, 8] , neither is regularity when u0 and ux are smooth [8] . •'0 Jr>2m + s l dx ds. Equation (2.2) is all that is needed to show instability of the ground state and in the appendix we will show that (2.2) holds for radial solutions as defined.
Lemma 2.2. Rx and R2 are invariant regions under the flow of (0.1) for the solutions that satisfy the energy inequality.
Proof. We will show this by contradiction. Let (u0, ux) g Rx and assume there is a t0 such that (u(t0), u,(t0)) £ Rx. By lower semicontinuity of K(u(t)) there is a minimal r, such that (u(tx), u,(tx)) í Rx, i.e. K(u(tx)) < 0 and K(u(t)) > 0, 0 < t < tx. Now -I |VM(f,)l dx < lim _/ |V"(0l dx t<t. But we also have /^(«(i,)) < 0 and this contradicts the definition of J0 as the inf of (ï/n)j \Vu\2dx restricted to K(u) ^ 0 and u ¥= 0. Therefore Rx is an invariant region. Similarly we can show that R 2 is also invariant. (ii) the solutions exist globally [0, oo) and 3 a sequence tn -* oo swc« í/)aí ||«(í")|| -* oo as í" -» oo.
/n either case the ground state is unstable.
Proof. Statement (i) is just a consequence of the local existence of the solution [8] . Now we show (ii) by contradiction. Assume that the solution remains bounded in H^(R"). Then there is an e > 0 such that K(u(t)) < -e \ft since otherwise we would have a sequence (tk) such that (since R2 is invariant) K(u(tk)) -» 0.
and if we extract a weakly convergent subsequence u(tk)^u* g ZZ/(R"), u(tk) -> u* g Lf, 2 < p < 2 + 4/(n -2), we get Choose m large enough so that 2tabo / |vm|2^ < v CiL<r('VM°|2+k|2+G(ki))dx * i This contradicts the assumption that u(t) is bounded in H}(R"). Therefore there is a sequence (?") such that ||w(r")|| -» oo. Finally to show that this implies instability we note that for u0(x) = ue(x/X), X > 1, ux(x) = 0, we have («0, ux) g R2 and is close to the ground state. Appendix. To show that (2.2) holds for weak radial solutions we will follow the method of Strauss [11] to prove that the solutions are continuous in / off the origin. Proof. Let pk be an approximate identity and uk(t) = pk * u(t). Then uk(t) -» u(t) in ZZ^R"). Let Xs(r) De a smooth function such that Xs(r) = 0, r < 8/2, and Xs(r)=l,r>8. + j Repk*fi\u\)argu^Smukrdx = 0.
As before we integrate with respect to / and take the limit as k ~* oo where each integral term converges to its proper value: / pk* fi\u\)aigu$8,mükrdx -» j fi\u\)argui>s Jirdx = -n j m/im -5)G(|w|) dx + terms independent of 8.
■'8<r<m
Let 8 -» 0. Then from the above equation and (A.3) we obtain equation (2.2).
